
 - My first contact with your music was in 2010 when I went to concert of The Ocean, you guys and 

The Dillinger Escape Plan. I was not a fan of any of those bands at that time, but now I would do 

anything to see again such a tour. 

[Scott] We had a great time on that tour with DEP what city did you see us in? 

 - It was in Warsaw in 2010 and it was one of the most intense concerts in my life.  

[Scott] I remember that concert, we love playing Polska it's one of our favorite countries. The people 

are always so welcoming and appreciative of us coming there. 

- What does Searching for Zero mean for you both as a title and as an album? 

[Scott] The inspiration for the album title comes from a strange couple of years where we 

experienced a lot of highs and lows as a band and in our personal lives. Many friends and close family 

members passed away and it was quite a low period for a lot of us. The concept is that making this 

album would allow us to channel the negativity and that things can only get better from being at 

Zero...the lowest we could possibly be. 

 - So did you achieve this cathartic state by the end? 

[Scott] Well I don't know if you can ever erase the grief of losing someone you love. We are proud of 

the content on the album and it's the hard work we put in that allows us to continue our journey as a 

band. However I feel as if we are in a very good place in our career and really enjoy playing on stage. 

And since a lot of the new songs we play are about the people we have lost along the way, we feel 

connected to their memory and it makes the performances that much more sincere every night. 

 - Before our conversation I thought that it may be fully subjective opinion that your newest album is 

the “most serious” yet. There is no feel of joking around known from previous albums like in the song 

Drunken physics. On the other hand I feel that Searching for Zero contains one of the most melodic 

parts and songs in your discography. How did you mange to create really serious album which was 

supposed to reflect your personal fillings with such amount of melody? 

[Scott] I would disagree and say that the song All hail definitely has a bit of a pizza thrash vibe to it! 

the song is a tribute To Oderus Urungus and even though it was very hard on all of us to lose our 

friend, we kept the song and it's lyrics in a bit of a sci-fi horror comic theme.... Much like GWAR 

themselves. Melody is natural to us. There's melodic songs on all our albums, we just try to show 

some melody differently each time to keep things interesting for us. Perhaps there's a little more on 

Searching for zero than on other records, but we all really like it. it's just natural, it wasn't a conscious 

move, it just happened to be out of 30 songs we wrote for the album, many of the best ones were 

melodic songs too! 

 - I feel that Cancer Bats has gone through some changes in style throughout your carrier. Maybe 

they were not revolutions or paradigm shift (no one expect you guys to release an rock-opera LP), 

but I think that both on Bears, Mayors, Scraps & Bones and Searching for Zero we can see 

“something different” not just only in general sound of the record. Did you look for something new 

or was it more natural and even not so visible for you guys at the first sight while writing new songs?  



[Scott] I think we always want something different with each record. I think the big changes on Bears 

were that we wrote and recorded the album with a bass player for the first time instead of me just 

writing all the songs and playing the bass on the album. The other thing was that Bears was the first 

album where we did a lot of pre production rather than just go into the studio with half finished 

songs without lyrics for most of them. With Searching for Zero we also did lots of that but this time 

we wrote more songs than we ever had before. In our studio we wrote a new song every day for one 

month and then chose our favorite 15 songs out of those 30 and worked really hard on those for 

months. Making many demos along the way. We wanted to make a really different album so that we 

could challenge ourselves but deciding the style of it was never part of the discussion. We wrote half 

the songs just spontaneously while jamming together in a room. The most poignant decision we 

made was choosing to work with a different producer so that we could keep things more interesting 

for ourselves and see what someone new could bring to our album. We chose Ross Robinson, and 

really saw that he made a lot of the bands he worked with' best albums, and we knew he was well 

known for a very different style of producing bands. We wanted the album to be exciting to make 

and for people to listen to. 

 - While we are in topic of creative process I wonder how do you come up with titles for song such as 

Lucifer's Rocking Chair, Pneumonia Hawk or Black Metal Bicycle? Even Cancer Bats definitely is not 

ordinary name for a band. 

[Scott] Well Liam thought of Cancer Bats and Pneumonia Hawk for band names, I liked Cancer Bats 

better and we thought it would be good for a song name for sure. I don't remember how I came up 

with the name Lucifer's Rocking Chairm, but I do remember we had really funny names for a lot of 

the songs we were writing then. I think PMA til I'm DOA was originally called Aladdin's Promise! 

Haha. The name Black Metal Bicycle came from our friends 3 Inches of Blood. Liam and I toured with 

Motörhead, COC and 3 inches back in 2005 and on that tour their old singer Jamie had a patch or a 

shirt where there was a bicycle with a frame as a pentagram and something when we were writing 

made me think of that and I came up with Black Metal Bicycle to name a song. Ironically, Dead 

Wrong was originally named Black Metal Bicycle and the title didn't fit it anymore once Liam wrote 

the Lyrics but we needed a title for another song that would become the one everyone knows as 

BMB today! 

 - I also like Cancer Bats more – it’s easier to scream it at concerts. Speaking about life performance – 

seeing you guys live is a bit of a cognitive dissonance. I know that it’s a stereotype, but Canada is 

known for peaceful attitude (with exception in hockey matches) and you guys playing live are like a 

big neon sign with middle finger on it. And it’s great. Where do you get so much energy to go crazy 

every night on stage? 

[Scott] Hahaha well I don't think people expected black metal to come out of Bergen Norway either! 

For us it's a normal thing, we grew up in a very energetic, powerful and prolific music scene. 

Especially if you're talking about hardcore punk and metal. Amazing bands like Day Of Mourning, The 

Swarm, A Death For Every Sin, Buried Inside, Acacia, Left For Dead, Spread The Disease, Monster 

Voodoo Machine and Mundane all Canadian bands that are perhaps unknown to most younger 

people outside. But these were the bands we took inspiration from, they set the bar really high. I 

have countless memories of seeing insanely high energy, cathartic and sometimes violent shows 

growing up as a kid. One common thread was that none of it was fake. All these bands were 110% 



passionate and sincere when they were freaking out on stage and they showed us that it was 

possible for any insecure high school kid to pick up a guitar write some songs, promote your own 

shows and go on tour with your friends. All our favorite local bands had a great stage energy and 

really it's the only way we know how to perform. 

 - I don’t know if it is too personal, but was picking up a guitar a way to deal with these insecurities in 

the first place? 

[Scott] Haha no I just heard Metallica and decided I should get a guitar because it was the coolest 

thing ever in my eyes! But once I got half decent at playing, my self confidence definitely improved. 

 - That’s how Metallica works ha ha. Releases music that previous fans hate, sues cover bands, is 

viewed as “lame metal band” but still inspires people to start playing their instruments (and 

definitely released great albums in the past).  

[Scott] Metallica works because they are a band that changed the landscape of modern music and 

their first 5 albums are all fucking brilliant. They didn't sue that cover band, their lawyer did, and 

Metallica fired him for it. Sure Metallica has released albums people don't love. But even some of 

their albums people say aren't great are far better than just about any mainstream metal. It's so easy 

to dish out hate toward people with success, but can any of their critics eclipse what they've 

achieved and done for modern music? No. All my respect goes to that band. Also bands are human, 

and sometimes they make mistakes. People too often make the mistake of throwing their love for a 

band away after they release an album they don't like. Fair weather fans basically....  

 - Speaking about being impact on listeners– your music style could be described as mixture of 

hardcore and metal (but I wouldn’t go so far as wiki page and label your music as metalcore). Do you 

thing that your music is connecting people from different tastes and genres or is a reason for elitist to 

instantly switch to “hurr-durr mode”? 

[Scott] I wouldn't call us metalcore either. Haha However, we all grew up loving metalcore music 

from the 90's and there's definitely elements of that in what we do, but often it's more subtle. We 

just like all kinds of aggressive music and we try to write songs that are fun to play. And the cool 

thing is that all over the world our fans are from very different scenes. We love that. We love seeing 

hardcore kids, Mohawk crust punks, hesher metal heads, goths, juggalos, bikers, and rock n roll 

mums and dads at our shows. It's really the best feeling. Everyone is welcome to come party at a 

Cancer Bats show. And certainly we hope everyone goes home smiling. Because we definitely do 

after every show. I grew up going to a lot of DIY punk rock shows and the kids there would paint 

UNITY on their leather jackets and whatever, but it's something I'm really proud of about our band. 

seeing people who may not normally associate with each other hanging out at our shows is a really 

good feeling for sure. 

 - Did you ever thought about positive impact that your music has on listeners? There were countless 

situations when listening to for example Doomed to Fail gave me positive boost and motivation. 

[Scott] Awesome! I am really glad that it has helped you! And yes we have people all the time tell us 

this same thing. And it means a lot to us of course. It gives us purpose. And especially because we are 

making music so honestly and organically, it gives us that real connection with our audience. You can 

really see the people when they sing the lyrics back to us, that they really believe in it. 



 - Changing the mood a bit. Do you guys hate your drummer? Shooting fireworks at him in the music 

video of Satellites? Separate him from beloved dog and made him cry in Road Sick. That’s cruel. How 

do you guys came up with those ideas? 

[Scott] Hahaha no we love Mikey he was just the only one brave enough to have fireworks shot at 

him for 5 hours in a freezing cold potato farm field in Ontario! We just try to make filming videos as 

fun as possible. So we come up with crazy ideas that involve us having a good time more than just 

pretending to play in front of a camera for 15 hours. 

 - In February you are going to play the show with Lord Dying in Hydrozagadka club w Warsaw. What 

can we expect at that concert? Apart from explosion of energy of course. Maybe some covers as Bat 

Sabbath or asking that ruin the surprise a bit? 

[Scott] Well first of all, every show we play in Warszawa is the best show of the tour. so I know 

already that it's going to be the best. The Polish audiences have the best energy and really make us 

have the best time ever. I really can't wait to visit Poland again! Unfortunately, we can't guarantee 

any Bat Sabbath! 

 - That was the last question that I have. Thank you for the interview and I really hope that my 

questions didn’t make you tired. 


